
MAHDI HUSAIN 

MAULVI FAZL HAQ AND THE 
“MUQADDAMATU-S SAURATU-L 

HINDIYA” 

At the Raza Library, Rampur | lighted upon an anonymous Arabic 
manuscript’ which, on reading the contents, | was able to identify. It was a cops 
from a manuscript prepared on the basis of an autograph of Maulyi Fazl Haq. As 
he himself says he wrote it in a state of mental anguish and under tortures ot 
rigorous imprisonment” in the Andaman Islands. A little before his death which 
took place in 1861 he managed to send it to his son Abdul Haq Khairabadi’ who 
arranged the scattered pieces of the autograph’ and produced a fair copy from 
which several other copies were made by the scribes. One of these went to 
Rampur, another to Habibganj, another to Aligarh and another to Mecca. But 
everywhere the contents were kept strictly private until 1947 when Maulvi Abdul 
Shahid Khan Sherwani of Aligarh published the text of the Aligarh copy together 
with an Urdu translation: and finding that the author had given no name to it he 
named it Baghi Hindustan’ (Rebel India) which was improved upon by Maulana 
Abul Kalam Azad. He had received the Meccan copy and named it Suwuru-/ 
Hindiya (Indian Revolution). Since it does not give the complete story of the 
Indian Revolution and is but a kind of introduction, a suitable name in my 
opinion would be Mugaddamatu-s Sauratu-l Hindiya (Preamble to the Indian 
Revolution) for it was intended by the author for the sake of his friends and 
yelations in India who were busy preparing a protest’ against the unfavourable 

MS. 129 Raza Library. Rampur 
Vide pp. 373. 381. 390 infra 
/e. a resident of Khairabad in the Sitapur district of Uttar Pradesh 
It is said that Maulvi Fazl Haq wrote it on rags and irregular scraps. lide Baghi Hindustan, 
Preface. 
Abdul Shahid Khan Sherwani—Baghi Hindustan. Madina Press, Bijnor (1947) 
It should be noted that on being sentenced to transportation for life Maulvi Faz! Haq contested 
the prosecution charges against him. In a memorial written in Urdu. duly sealed and signed by 
him. and addressed to the Lt-Governor of North-Western Provinces he denied the 
Government's charge that he was one of the leaders of the revolt. He submitted that he was 
Fazl Haq of Khairabad and that the Commission had made a mistake in punishing him in place 
of the rebel Faz! Haq who was a resident of Shahjahanpur. But the Government could not be 
convinced of his innocence and his conviction was upheld. He again addressed an appeal on 
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verdict of the British Court, ‘exiling Maulvi Faz! Haq as a life prisoner to the 

Andaman Islands’’, Consequently those of his associations and deeds which 

(were likely to prove him a criminal in the eyes of the British were either 

suppressed or presented in a lurid light. For example, Bahadur Shah with whom 

he had previously identified himself*—attending his court, presenting nazr, 

giving advice and promoting the war—was now disowned and even disparaged”: 

: Nad? : weet} 

some misleading information was also given about him.! 

Oth February 1860 to the Secretary of State for India. but this also met the same fate as that of 

his first endeavour. Then the prominent Muslim citizens of Calcutta made efforts to get his 

release by submitting a memorial to the Governor-General. but the Government refused to 

rescind the order. Vide For. Pol. Sept 1860: Sec. Cons. Nos. 556-558. 

Vide Memorial of Calcutta Muslims to the Governor-General. N. A. For. Pol. Sept 1860. 

Cons. Nos. 556-558 

§ Hide (i) Metealfe—T.N.N. pp. 196, 217, 223. 224 

(ii) Delhi News, September 1. 1857 

Fazl Haq’s opinion regarding Bahadur Shah’s ignorance about the affairs of the world (vide p. 

384 infra) cannot be taken literally. There are many documents in the National Archives 

Which show that Bahadur Shah was alert and well-informed. He was fully conscious of his 

responsibilities and never shirked his duty and did not fear dangers and opposition that 

threatened him. As a result he was trusted by alP classes of people: even the weakest person in 

the State looked up to him for the redress of wrongs. Sahu, a gardener. applied to him for the 

redress of his grievances stating that his brother Mamraj had been killed by the English and 

prayed for the maintenance of his children (Mutiny Paper. Box No. 259). Again Kidar Nath 

and Man Singh. grocers of Ghaziabad. applied to him seeking redress against the extortions 

practised on them by Khwaja Muhammad Ahsan. Governor (Amil) of Ghaziabad and Ahmad 

Khan. Risaldar at Ghaziabad. The Emperor immediately redressed the grievance making 

Khwaja Muhammad Ahsan and Ahmad Khan deposit in the Royal Treasury the sum that they 

had taken trom the complainant and he also demanded an explanation of their conduct. 

(Mutiny Paper. Box 94. No. 4). See also Box 16, No. 20: Box 33. Nos. 9. 16, 17, 19, 20. 21, 

27, 24. 25; Box 43. Nos. 31. 35. 36. 37: Box 37. Nos. 179. 186. 203. 211-212. 352, 426-427, 

446 Box 38. No. 76. Box 59. Nos 215, 318: Box 60. Nos. 8. 9. 566: Box 62, Nos. 137. 144: 

Box 63. Nos. 42. 57: Box 67. Nos. 3, 21. 91. 140: Box 68. No. 26: Box 69. Nos. 7, 8.9.3 

Box 71. No. 110; Box 85. No. 2: Box 102. No 36: Box 103. No. 259: Box 110, Nos. 214. 215, 

32). 222, 223. 224, 225, 226. 227. 228. 229. 230. 231. 232. 233, 234-35, 241, 242. 243-45. 

According to Maulvi Fazl Haq (Rampur MS. 129. F. 16a. 18a: also see p. 386 infra) the 

Emperor had moved with all his family much before the close of the war to ‘a tomb at a 

distance of 3 miles .... Along with him had gone his amirs and camp followers. each with his 

family and dependents ... As soon as they had left the city _ the English and their troops 

dashed into it. This has remained unconfirmed In fact all available evidence is to the 

contrary. It has been conclusively proved that on or about the 20th of September 1857 

Bahadur Shah fled trom the Fort to the shrine of Nizamu'ddin Auliya. This is also attested by 

Sir Richard Temple who saw Bahadur Shah after the fall of Dehli. The italicised part in the 

following note from his pen will help to clarify the point at issue. “1 visited: him’ says he “in 

his place of confinement .... It was a strange sight, to see the aged man seated in a darkened 

chamber of his palace. The finely chiselled features. arched eyebrow. aquiline profile, sickly 

pallor of the olive complexion, nervous twitching of the face: delicate fingers counting beads. 

muttering speech, incoherent language. irritable self-consciousness, demeanour indicating 

febrile excitability—altogether made up a curious picture, upon which no spectator could look 

unmoved who was acquainted with Asiatic history. Here sat the last of the Great Moguls. the 

descendant of emperors two centuries ago ruling the second largest population in the world. 

who had himself been treated with regal honours. He was now to be tried for his life by 

tu 
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It must be remembered that) the Arabic manuscript namely the 
Mugaddamanes Sauratel Hindiva was a continuation of the defence campaien 
of Maulvi Fazl Haq who had not lost hope of his release and had intended thus to 
obtain it. To understand the said Muqaddamatu-y Sauranel Hindiva ariel it 
would be necessary now to glance at the following proceedings of the British 
Court which had convicted Maulvi Faz! Haq 

Maulvi Fazl Haq was charged as follows 
Charge: Rebellion and instigation of murder 

Ist Court: In having during the years 1857 and 1858 been a leader in the 
Rebellion and instigator to revolt and murder at Delhi, in Oude and in other 
places. 

2nd Court: In having at Bondee. during the month of May 1858 taken a 
prominent part in the councils of the rebel chief, Mammoo Khan 

3rd Count: In having at Bondee, during the month of May 1858 been an 
instigator to murder in the instance of one Abdool Hakeem. a Government 
servant. 

The Prisoner pleaded not guilty, and the Trial proceeded. The Court 
found the Prisoner guilty as follows: 
Ist: Having during the years 1857 and 1858 been an instigator of Rebellion and a 

propounder of Doctrines, calculated to encourage murder 
2nd: Having at Bondee in year 1858 taken a prominent part in the Councils of the 

Rebels assembled there and specially of the Rebel Chief! Mummoo-Khan. and 
having then propounded doctrines calculated to encourage murders 

And on March 4th 1859 sentenced him to detention as a State Prisoner in 
transportation beyond seas for the term of his natural life and to confiscation 
of the whole of his property. 

Remarks 
This man’s case may be considered to have two phases. He was known 

| to be a leading adviser of the rebel Chiefs in Oude in 1858. and after his seizure 
| on account of his former connections in Delhi, reference was made to that place. 
and from the letter of the Commissioner of Delhi and the depositions forwarded 
by him, it appears that the prisoner had borne precisely the same character in 

judges whose forefathers had sued for favour and protection from his imperial ancestors. | looked at the lattice window where at the dawn of that fatal 11th May he stood to hear the vows of allegiance from the mutineer troopers as they stood in the dry fosse below: at the cabinet whence he issued edicts as if the Mogul empire had been restored: at the hall of audience where he reproached his new followers for their rudeness in the imperial presence: at the old tree in the palace precincts where the European prisoners were executed with his sanction: at the shrine whither he fled for asvlum when he found that the British had stormed the city gates. His own signatures, annotations. and orders after the outbreak showed him to 
have possessed more capacity than would have been expected from a man who had been immured all his life as a titular king in his ancestral place’. ( Temple. Sir Richard-—Aen and Events of My Time in India, pp. 135-136.) 
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Delhi in 1857. The case as regards his conduct in Delhi cannot be considered to 

be completely and regularly proved because the witnesses have not been before 

the Court, and the prisoner has not had an opportunity of meeting and rebutting 

their evidence. But if the case in Oude be made good, the evidence taken at Delhi 

may be accepted as strongly corroborative and confirmatory of the general 

conduct and character of the prisoner. He was therefore charged 

Ist: Generally as Instigator throughout the Rebellion 

and 

Ind: Particularly as an Instigator in Oude in 1858. 

There seemed at one time to be very strong evidence to convict him of 

instigation amounting to direct attempt to murder. But the Court have hesitated to 

convict him of this crime, because the persons denounced were not actually 

murdered and it is not certain that the prisoner did not finally acquiesce in 

sparing them on certain conditions. But nevertheless the Court considers it 

proved that the Prisoner did on that occasion, very distinctly and officiously 

propound doctrines which had a direct tendency to encourage murder in many 

cases. He quoted and perverted texts from the Quran, insisted that the persons 

who had served the English were apostates and that their death was required by 

the law: and even went so far as to tell the tebel chief that if he spared them he 

was himself a criminal in the eye of God. The Court has given the prisoner the 

benefit of the doubt whether in the particular case these denunciations may not 

have been in some degree intended to compel, as the alternative of death, the 

abandonment of the English cause and adhesion to the rebels. But it is 

sufficiently clear that such doctrines are eminently calculated to lead to such 

bloody scenes as have characterized this Rebellion: and, from the whole of the 

evidence, the Court consider it quite established that the prisoner was as a 

counsellor and adviser, an active Instigator of the Rebellion. He bore that 

character at Delhi, and he had certainly acted up to it in Oude. He at one time 

attempted to make something of the fact that there were two notable Fazl Haqs 

among the Oude Rebels,, but that is now quite cleared up, since it appears that 

one was ex-Tahsildar of the Bareilly District and lately a Chuckladar and leader 

of rebel troops whereas the present prisoner is quite identified as the person who 

was not a man of the sword, but a man of council and was the leading member of 

a sort of rebel privy council at Bondee. It seems doubtful whether the prisoner 

held any regular office, whether this Council was really of an Official character, 

but there seems to be no doubt of the fact, notorious at the time, that a few 

persons were the habitual advisers of the Begum and the rebel chiefs and were 

known in the Rebel Camp as ‘the Arbab-i Shoora or masters of consultation, and 

sometimes by the English name of the Cutchery Parliament, and that in this 

council the prisoner was prominent. 

It also appears from direct evidence that he was high in the confidence of 

Mummoo Khan the rebel chief and much consulted by him, as on the occasion on 

which he propounded the murderous doctrines. 
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The prisoner is evidently a very clever man. but ether from an 
unscrupulous ambition or extreme bigotry has assumed the Place in the rebel 
councils above described. He is a most dangerous character one who may at 
any time do infinite harm and one whose removal from the country. justice and 
security demand. 

He is a resident of Oude but comes of a family which owed every thine to 
the British service and himself at one time occupied a vood position in that 
service. He has, however, for many years past, abandoned the British service and 
served in honourable capacities several native States Oude. Rampur and Alwar 
He has always been a notable well-known man. Most of the Witnesses Who had 
not before seen him have all their lives frequently heard of Maulyi Fas! Haq At 
the time of the outbreak, he was serving in Alwar. He subsequently voluntarily 
came into Delhi and thence forward continued to follow the fortunes of the 
Rebellion. He is a man who must be most severely punished and carefully 
excluded from India. But considering his advanced age, his position in life and 
his character as an Oude subject and for very many years pasta servant of Native 
States, not of the British Government, we have thought it proper that he should 
be treated as a state Prisoner, not as an ordinary convict. 

Sd. G. Campbell, Jud. Commr. of Oude 
Major Barron, 

Offg. Commr. of the 
Khairabad Div. 

True Copy'! 
March 4, 1859. 

The above proceedings should be read together with the petition of Maulvi Faz! Haq addressed to Lord Canning, a few extracts from which are given below: 
(i) The humble petition of Maulvi Fazl Haq sentenced by the Special Commissioners of Lucknow. to transportation for life and confiscation. of property. 

| ‘That your petitioner having in violation of the terms of the Royal Proclamation of amnesty been condemned to suffer transportation for life and | bonfiscation of property and having in vain appealed successively to all the uthorities in India for justice, or at least on consideration of his advanced age for lemency, now throws himself at your feet for redress. 
“Your petitioner refrains from submitting any other papers for perusal an a copy of the Judgment of the Special Commissioners of the last petition presented by him to the Government of India in which it is established by ference to the very terms of the Judgment that he has been tried, convicted and ntenced contrary to the intent of Her Majesty’s amnesty and of an intercessary ddress presented by the principal Mahomedans of Calcutta to the Government f India for his liberation. He will merely for the better understanding of the facts 

For. Pol. Cons. 3rd June 1859. Nos. 387-89: pp. 43-47. 
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of the case recapitulate his movements, the proceedings of the local officer; and 

Government regarding him and the endeavours he made to obtain a removal of 

the sentence passed on him ....- 

‘It is evident that your petitioner is not punished for crime but is to be 

removed from the country to prevent his doing harm at any time, though what 

harm a man of his advanced age can do is difficult to imagine... . 

“Having thus proved the trial, conviction and sentence to be altogether 

illegal because in violation of Her Majesty’s proclamation as well as contrary to 

evidence and the rules of law as is manifest from the terms of the Judgment itself, 

your petitioner submits whether your Lordship will lend the sanction of your 

honoured name to so flagrant a breach of faith, law, justice—and all for what? to 

crush an old man by sending him to die away from his family and deprive them 

of the trifling property... 

Now a few extracts from the Muqaddamatu-s Sauratu-l Hindiya as 

translated by the writer from the original Arabic may be read. These are given 

below together with the Arabic text as found in the Rampur manuscript which | 

have also compared with the Aligarh copy. 

‘[ hereby write this while | am a prisoner, broken, debarred and wistful. I 

am suffering from all kinds of unbearablé hardships and am looking forward 

even for a momentary relief which is easy for my Creator to award. | am in 

chains and have been made crazy, fallen as I am into the trap of troubles in spite 

of the fact that | had been brought up in ease and had been enjoying prosperity 

from the beginning. | am expecting release from my torture under God’s mercy 

through earnest prayers. | am a prisoner in terrible fright and distress in the hands 

of a frowning tyrant who has stripped me of all that I had of comeliness, style 

and garments and has inflicted on me all kinds of atrocities and untold miseries 

which are like thick layers of mischief. | have been a prisoner in a desperate 

condition, have lost all hope of release and am terrorised by a jailer who is rude 

and stone-hearted, But I have not given up hopes of divine mercy. Gentle, simple 

and afflicted as | am—a victim of oppression—I have fallen in the clutches of a 

fierce, accursed Satan-like wicked man; | am in despair, utter want and misery on 

account of the tyranny of a cruel’ and brutal oppressor and torturer. | am 

hopelessly depressed and involved in unparalleled hardships which are beyond 

human imagination. And I have been treacherously thrown into the most rigorous 

imprisonment and bloody tortures. | am in the prison of a white-skinned man of 

black heart, blue eyes, stern looks, brown hair and an unprincipled and crafty 

mind. He has stripped me of garments and put on me roughest clothing of canvas. 

| am utterly dismayed and have been imploring God since | have been banished 

through rigorous and tight imprisonment from my country and people whom | am 

pining to see. | have been sentenced summarily without a defence and without 

any consideration. | am very sad and sorrowful since I have been deprived of all 

associates and of the benefit even of a single servant. My limbs are broken under 

the worst kind of rack. I am like a lonely exhausted lion, melancholy, gloomy 

and . 
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...» He Gailer) has imprisoned me, treated me with cruelty and inflicted on me 
all sorts of tortures in order to break my morale on account ot my adherence to 
and firmness in, faith and religion and because of my reputation as one of the 
notable wama. All this the English did with the object of destroying the system 

| of learning and burying the banner of Knowledge and effacine it even trom paper 
| and books. That Revolution ruined homes and made the country and its 
| inhabitants a target of bolts from the clouds of sorrows 
| The English of Great Britain filled their hearts with malice which thes 
| cherished secretly after they had established their rule over India Ihe 

surrounded it from all sides and humiliated its eminent nobles edtremely. leaving 
not a single man capable of presenting an opposition They broke their pledges 
most treacherously and enforced their usual coercion and fraud 

- Verily the differences of religion and communities are like virulent diseases 
Which mortify the body of kingdoms and bring about changes in the State 
provinces and governments. Hence they tried their utmost and Strained every 
nerve to remove these differences by means of their tricks and contrivances 
.... They appointed certain priests and clergymen to give wrong education and 
mislead and misguide the people. They even sent to every village and town a 
group of these ecclesiastics to create doubts by means of fabricated lies in the 
minds of the inhabitants regarding their own religion . 

Matters came to such a pitch that many of the rebel troops took refuge in 
the capital of Dehli which was a famous city thickly populated and the home ot 
many Timurides. There they installed a man who had previously been their head 
and had a staff and a wazir. But he was an extremely old man who was in reality 
ruled by his wife and the wazir who was truly dominant. was an ally of the 
English and was deeply attached to them. Viewing all others than the English and 
particularly their enemies with strong hatred. The same was true of his household 

_and of a group of his close relations and kinsmen who did w hatever they wanted 
_while professing submission to him. He was a ruler who knew nothing and who 
\did nothing but the undesirable. Neither he ordered anything by his own decision. 
jnor did he order anything publicly or in private, nor was he capable of doing 

» |good or harm. He appointed some of his own sons and grandsons to command 
the troops although they were cowardly, foolish and unfaithful and shunned the 
society of men of wisdom and probity .... 

rE In these circumstances rose for action—for Waging a holy war and " |fighting a bitter fight and to attain martyrdom—a body of brave Musalmans from 
ome villages and towns on the strength of a fatwa and explicit orders issued by 
he pious and notable ulama and well-known jurists who proclaimed that ji/vad 
as incumbent........ 

Since there were in Dehli many of my relations and family members and Nasmuch as I had been called there in the hope of bettering the situation-— 
hatever Destiny had decreed being as yet a sealed book—1 started in the irection of Dehli which had been my headquarters. There I put up and met my 
eople. To the people in general | gave the best advice I could think of: but they 
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did not accept my advice and did not act accordingly. When the English captured 

the city and neither the (Royal) army nor the inhabitants remained in it and when 

the edibles in it became scarce and we could not get water even — the enemies 

having controlled all supplies — I stayed there five days and nights. Then I came 

out together with my family and children leaving behind my books, my 

equipments as well as my property for want of conveyance. I pursued a road in 

expectation of safety relying on God, God alone being the saviour. 

After capturing the city and its environments with the help of the white 

majority the English became anxious to seize the Emperor and his sons and 

grand-sons who had continued residing in the place where Destiny had planted 

them, cherishing false hopes held out to them. In that tomb the Emperor was 

complacent and contented and had a following. There he was made a prisoner 

and put in chains together w ith his sons and grandsons and taken in this condition 

to the city. On the way, one of the chieftains bulleted them. Their bodies were 

flung over there and their severed heads put in a tray were presented to the 

Emperor. Later even those heads were smashed and thrown away ..-- + +++ >: : 

Ghee pect SK gh 8 9 LY pel Se Dee pene A SD Ae gent ge seo AAS gS OU 

pcr pep geet bos inet tealh eyo d gly Ig dS getty EH 

yes ge AS as ye ep wl IS 9 eae a matt gre 9 adele tty andl ne 

SPOS op cpa Pn Or AD EO gh peed ilies J a pert pone hal
l gens 15) 

one geen gg 9 tet orl Ayan ot ASA AD cD oe tn SG gM BS 
I 

sph yD oh yn VASE a ST Sl yeh AS flr ihr lc nd 

Uae 03 cpl glen abl) Curl ols yi) ASIN 2 pal tl al gd ole ert g thera are 

AVY TUS pal ot FE Mey SEI EI I US geled tthe 3 ott no 

ypstine bly sakncl bc pale pate JSS pale pat gale 9 ike ae De
 tele ASEH HIE 

sey 9A oP gil AS Gah ee yale 942) ot
 bed ie th A 

8 pal eel pata Sy lbagbe ype ge desegie yalatacre gl yout spl ale 

tag PRED pdtall oy ail slant 9 pL jl aay ead (DWN cpt 2 JS ApS” 92rd 

Ugelerr y Bd shall oS se iW abl SUS Ln phlly Wh Bt or pe le me 9 ce Al pea eat 

igh cs ha ge yo gS po 3 hres gy cp Mal pall Slnall ap 

Ugly y Layla y Lal By Unt y tag!) Sdn let pales Lake bt slrtll ga yh |p sil 

eden Vg gydag yeas glejyje11U8 yay glajbnelt biel play y8 9 Beg eit 
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AL SUB IS BN ple! Ly pemenlly ella Nt a Ly LUl pads y foladlty sail) y gale ayo y oll 
FA Al laa SUSI Io SI peel tll eis ytd Ue sy PU HUN a og 
23H pas Dass ott II AIS cr Ely AU sped Nop pS pan sg y pene y roan 
We gee IS sill abate OS 9 play yl yar y Jia I PY PANS) Ho 15 at ge 
MAE AMD 9d 9 eRe INAS 9 IG nies gala eel Ale so) y We eger dU ySjua 

Leds at elad lye yojhy ele o yagi yb ol glen yy jl by gat pr 98 ot Sot SY 
Bae gad Sa yh Wy te ote Sou gh Sy Lae als Y yal pat 91 pa PT 
copieely slr teal elgasl a ee IIT y eto DY a oe ae sel De oy 5 | 

sey! Adal! 

SMarlly g jill SD y de Sobel ala ps ane SSL, SrA a agli 
C6aM 9 Olga ogg SNA ead Ug tay La tay Sigteny lg) Ls gd Leb 
CANT MW IT 3 ode OS SI3 we 9 gla y She oy pS las cL St, ter | 
NSAID cee NS laa na UL gr i Sis pa AD Abe gine lye pAiNy pe ps 
Ng rT pol Spl Lay y pad eld RE Aa ih 9 oly tl bey pI SS ply dal IY, sh) 
IAIN I 6 gato 9p rl cp td Seo yl cle 6 al gat LL pl La, 
SHAM BE salen ar A EIU 9p nat ad Ss aaa ea 51 eld) Lp ne 
A A OI pe Oey Sanh iS pal See yop 

AS 
200951 gad Le ya ili dlp 08 pe yA) ge geal Lays Last 

AE Ue gb at 3 sb yn ol 9h iy SSIS i ogSa Lally ame op ed ed 9 DOLL! 
Ppbaele peel pares) pale creell | ines Uy pre lpg pa igh peda SLs SHO ya 
POEUN SM oe tan cn ll) Mae gd y SLO og pe Diy AYN pane ye pitty 
Pts ae sabe tery yal yl HO ob Gell oobi! alla! Gy par! ob jb yo eglalic ys 

Mig 5 NSN jis ot BS yen ogete IIT ye ye poly From a glance at the above sources of information the reader may now ) ass to a perusal of the following conclusions reached by the writer. j Maulvi Fazl Haq (1797/1212-1861/1278) son of Maulana Fazl Imam ( thairabadi, chief judge (Sadru-s Sudur) of Akbar Shah’s time, was really a fted allama and doctor of law and literature: he was also a thinker and a ilosopher who believed Strongly in the need for a firm Hindu-Muslim alliance order to drive away the English from India. At the age of 28 (1825/1241) he 
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was appointed Cutchery Chief (Sarrishtadar) at the Dehli Residency which post, 

however, he resigned after a few years for he did not like British service. Then 

with a view to rouse the princes and people of India against British rule he took 

to travelling and visited Jhajjar, Saharanpur, Tonk, Rampur and Oudh. In 1848 he 

accepted service at Lakhnao and held the office of Sadru-s Sudur until 1856 

when on seeing the tragic scenes which had followed the British annexation of 

Oudh he resumed his journeys, doing the necessary propaganda work to uproot 

the British Government. In this connection he also came to Alwar where he 

stopped until the outbreak of May 1857. Then he came back to Dehli'* and did 

his utmost to promote the war. He also drew up the constitution (Dastur-ul amal- 

i Saltanat) for the government ‘of Dehli —a fact mentioned vaguely by Zakaullah 

as if the said constitution was never completed and did not see the light of day. 

But its first item, namely the ‘ban on cow-slaughter’ was certainly carried out. 

According to the spies” reports Maulvi Fazl Haq worked ceaselessly to rouse the 

sepoys and Mughul princes to fight the English and turn them out of the country. 

After the fall of Dehli he fled to Khairabad whence he was brought as a culprit 

under a warrant of arrest to Lakhnao. There, he was tried. And the judge referred 

to him ‘as a learned man exercising great influence over the masses and highly 

placed in life’; he also charged him with having instigated the Rebellion and to 

have kept it alive. Then he was sentenced to transportation for life and banished 

to the Andaman Islands. Through a fellow-prisoner Mufti Inayat Ahmad by name 

who was released in 1860, he managed to send his manuscript to India, and the 

same was published in the year of India’s partition with a foreword from the pen 

of Muhiu’ddin Ahmad surnamed Maulana Abul Kalam Azad who observed, “The 

late Abdul Haq Khairabadi copied this treatise personally and sent the copy thus 

made to my father at Mecca; that manuscript is still preserved in my library’. 

Like the defence of Bahadur Shah already noticed,’ the defence of 

Maulvi Faz! Haq was also intended to defeat the prosecution. He pleaded alibi, 

asserting that throughout the period of war (May to September 1857) he had 

stayed at Alwar and that he did not come to Dehli until the close of the war. But 

the judges were not convinced and persisted in having the sentence passed on 

eee 

12 The date of Maulvi Faz! Haq’s arrival in Dehli cannot be fixed with certainty for the Maulvi 

Sahib himself had shrouded it in mystery. He pleaded alibi and said that throughout the 4- 

month-long war he had remained at Alwar. The British spies would have us believe that he 

had arrived in Dehli on 16th August 1857 and continued attending the Royal durbars till 7th 

September and that he was also a member of the Administrative Court (vide Metcalfe— 

T.NN., pp. 196-224 and the Delhi News, September i, 1857). But from the trend of language 

used by Zakaullah (p. 687) as well as by the Judge (For. Pol, June 3, 1859; pp. 43-47), it 

would appear that Maulvi Fazl Haq had arrived in Dehli shortly after the outbreak of the 

Mutiny. 

3 Tt was in response to my request for this manuscript and the like that the Director of Archives 

sent me on 21st March 1958 two enlargements relating to the erection of a mausoleum at the 

tomb site of Bahadur Shah at Rangoon. | take it that the aforesaid manuscript from the 

personal Library of the Maulana has not reached the Archives. I take this opportunity to than! 

the Director for the said enlargements. : 

Vide p. 156 supra. 4 
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him. In fact the defence adopted by the Maulyi Sahib was intended to Whitewash : : ; Se A his conduct in the eyes of the British.’ and the same was true of his remarks 
about Bahadur Shah. 

(in: Bahadur Shah I1...... By Mahdi Husain. Delhi 1958) 

bo @ ® e ® 

a 

Writing in Urdu under the heading of *Maulvi Fazl Haq and the Fanwa-i Jthad of 1857" (wick Tahreek of Dehli August 1957, pp. 10-15) Maulana Arshi of Rampur says that Maulvi Faz! Haq had nothing to do with the Fanwa-i Jihad published in the Sadigul Akhbar of 27th July 1857 (Mutiny Papers, Box 4-6; vol. 4, July 27, 1857). It is true that the said Fatwa does not bear Maulvi Faz! Haq’s signature, but it is not true that the had not been the leader of the Rebellion’. In fact he was a leading philosopher of the Indian Revolution of 1857; and through his philosophy he gave the movement life and Strength. He also prepared the way for the outbreak of the Revolution by resigning British service in good time and trav elling to different places, presumably with the object of rousing the people and princes against British rule. (ide For. Pol. Cons, May 13, 1859, 306, 308: For. Pol. Cons. May 13, 1859. 659-660; For, Pol Cons. June 3, 1859, 387-394: For. Pol. Jan. 13, 1860, No. 4; Pol. Procdgs. Sept. 1860, 556- 558, Part. A; Home Judicial, Cons. June 10, 1859 No. 1). If Jiwan Lal be credited Maulvi Faz! Haq also held command of troops in the Royal Army and was desired once in the course of war to use them in order to collect revenue (Metcalfe T.N.N., 198). 
Fazl Haq appears as Fazlul Haq in the Trial of Ex-King of Delhi (p. 182) and similarly also in a Persian letter of his (Mutiny Papers, Box 100, No. 96 of July 26) addressed to Mirza Mughul, the Commander-in-Chief, asking the latter to. communicate to him (Fazlul Haq) all that passed between him and General Bakht Khan during their interview. Maulvi Fazlul Haq also directed the Royal Secretariat to write letters to (i) Hasan Bakhsh Uzbegi—an officer whose duty it was to realize the revenue of the Aligarh district, (ii) Faiz Ahmad who was appointed to realize the revenue of Bulandshahr district and (iii) Walidad Khan who was charged to aid the above two men in realizing the revenue. (Vide Tr. of the ex-King of Dethi, p. 183). In a word Maulvi Fazl Hag is identical with Fazl Haq who is subsequently mentioned as having directed the Royal Secretariat to write a letter to his own son Abdul Haq charging him, to make arrangements for realizing the revenue of Gurgaon district. And it must also be noted that Maulvi Fazl Haq (Fazlul Hag) is mentioned uniformly as a ‘rebel’. (/dem, pp. 183, 184). 
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